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Todayõs Presenter

Sean McDonough

Bitstream Foundry LLC

About Me
ÁOwner and Lead Bitsmithof Bitstream Foundry

Á 50% dev, 50% admin = 100% confused

Á AR/VR enthusiast and wannabe developer

Á Former polymer chemist

Á CTO for a non-profit mental health awareness 

organization (http://www.schizophreniaoralhistories.com)

Á Desktop DJ (http://www.bunkertuneage.com)

Á Husband to a wonderful woman (Tracy)

Á Father to two beautiful twins (Brendan & Sabrina)

ÁCoffee lover and occasional donut eater ê

http://www.schizophreniaoralhistories.com/
http://www.bunkertuneage.com/


What Weõll Be Covering

1. Some Introductory Words

2. Farm Environments

3. Tools and Monitoring Servers

4. Page Performance Monitoring

5. Questions & Answers

6. References



Farm Environments



Yes, I said farm, not stamp

ÁSubtle distinction, but it means weõre likely on-premises ê

ÅNo SharePoint Online / Office 365

ÅUnless youõre on a òfarm in the cloudó
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Yes, I said farm, not stamp

ÁSubtle distinction, but it means weõre likely on-premises ê

ÅNo SharePoint Online / Office 365

ÅUnless youõre on a òfarm in the cloudó

ÁWhy on-premises?

ÅSignificant surface reduction for monitoring in the cloud

ÅItõs òsomeone elseõsó problem (i.e., a value-add for consumers)

ÅAdministrative APIs very limited vs. on-premises

ÅLimited tools (no perfmon, developer dashboard, etc.)

ÅIn short: we canõt get at the counters and logs we need!

Farm Environments



òAn ounce of prevention is 

worth a pound of cure.ó

When you have the luxury of starting 

from scratch, you can get the basics 

right

Getting a Solid Start



Without a properly configured SQL Server environment, 

no amount of SharePoint troubleshooting will amount to 

anything.

So, some things to bear in mind ê

Á If virtualizing, then minimize abstractions

Á Choose an appropriate storage sub-system

ÁDonõt skimp on disks!

Á Put your I/O where you need it

A brief word ê



òThe Ultimate SharePoint Performance Guideó

by Vlad Catrinescuand GokanOzcifci

Special link:

https://leanpub.com/SharePointPerformanceGuide/c/SysKit

A Smart Investment

https://leanpub.com/SharePointPerformanceGuide/c/SysKit


Tools and Monitoring Servers



Why do we monitor performance? Reasons typically fall into one 

of the following three categories:

ÁWe are seeking to understand why our SharePoint 

environment is underperforming

Å Troubleshooting!

ÁWe want to ensure that we have enough headroom to scale 

and grow as desired.

Å Capacity!

ÁWe want to quantify changes weõve made to our farm in 

terms of performance

Å Improvements!

Reasons



Weõre looking for the source of a performance 

problem. Where should we start? 

Performance issues typically originate in at least 

one general sub-system:

ÁMemory

Á Network

Á Processor (CPU)

Á Storage (Disk)

Of course, SharePoint problems often muddy 

the waters by spanning more than one category

Troubleshooting



Recommendation: start with monitoring the server(s) 

over time to gain an understanding:

ÁFirst understand òthe normal stateó of a server

Á Then observe the server when a problem occurs
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Recommendation: start with monitoring the server(s) 

over time to gain an understanding:

ÁFirst understand òthe normal stateó of a server

Á Then observe the server when a problem occurs

Establishing a baseline when your environment is 

running normally (and non-stressed) is critical.

Á Baselines provide a reference point

ÁWithout a baseline, all measurements are simply 

relative to one another

Tools



Many different tools at our disposal:

Á Farm Health Analyzer

Á Event Viewer

Á ULS Viewer

Á Fiddler

Á Developer Dashboard

ÁWireshark

Á Diskspd

Á CrystalDiskMark

Tools



Todayõs focus for performance monitoring is on counters

Á Specificperformance counters that can help direct 

further investigation and keep us out of the weeds
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Todayõs focus for performance monitoring is on counters

Á Specificperformance counters that can help direct 

further investigation and keep us out of the weeds

How do we view performance counters?

ÁWindows Performance Monitor (perfmon.exe)

ÁWindows Resource Monitor (resmon.exe)

Á A more specialized tool (like SysKitMonitor) J

Performance Counters



PerformanceCounter Basics

The operating system exposes counters

ÁMemory, CPU, network, and more
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PerformanceCounter Basics

The operating system exposes counters

ÁMemory, CPU, network, and more

Applications oftentimes expose their own counters

Á For instance, SharePoint alone exposes over 20 

categories and hundreds of counters

Bottom line: unless you know what to watch, youõll 

suffer a cruel and horrible death at the hands of the 

Performance Counter Gods.

Performance Counters



We may need to configure our farm to facilitate better data capture 

(covered in the references):

Á Turn off Event Log Flooding Protection

Á Reduce the interval on the SharePoint Foundation Usage Data 

Import Timer Job

Á Enable all diagnostic providers

Á Lower job-diagnostics-performance-counter-### -provider 

schedule interval (where ### is òwfeó and òsqló)

Á Enable stack tracing for content requests

Á Enable the Developer Dashboard

Á Enable additional usage data collection.

Configuration



What should I be watching?

That depends on the role of the server

ÁWeb Front-End

Á Application Server

Á SQL Server

Server Roles and Counters



WFEs serve-up pages through IIS, so we want low values for all of these counters

Á ASP.NET: Requests Queued (should be òlowó)

Á ASP.NET: Requests Rejected (should be 0)

Á ASP.NET: Request Wait Time (should be near 0)

Á ASP.NET: Worker Process Restarts (should be 0)

Web Front-Ends


